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Hilton uses your personal data to provide you with services and products, to provide customer service, for
other purposes as detailed in our Global Privacy Statement , and, if you agree, to send you direct marketing
and personalized offers. Personalised offers and content I agree that Hilton may perform segmentation1 to
make automated decisions2 in order to present me with personalized marketing messages and promotional
offers. I understand that if I provided my consent above to join Hilton's contact list or allow Hilton to make
automated decisions I can withdraw that consent at any time by following instructions Hilton provides in each
marketing message or, if I am a Hilton Honors member, by changing settings in my account. Please contact us
at HiltonHonorsAuction Hilton. Make your travel experience better with Hilton Honors and enjoy instant
benefits at every hotel. A collection of unique hotels appealing to travelers seeking local discovery. Enjoy our
complimentary cooked-to-order breakfast and more with every stay. A collection of hotels that gives you the
peace of mind to travel independently. The contemporary luxury brand of Hilton Hotels. Is there a limit to
how many Hilton Honors experiences I can redeem for? When will I find out if mine is the winning bid on the
Hilton Honors experience? How do I use my code to secure my tickets? I understand that I can unsubscribe
from offers and promotions by changing my subscription preferences in my Hilton Honors profile. Hilton
collects personal data about you when you make a reservation or otherwise register with Hilton. New from the
Hilton Hotels, an all-suite brand of extended stay hotels. I also agree to receive special offers and promotions
from Hilton via email and direct mail. Top Destinations:. Discover a group of unique and extraordinary hotels
inspired by New York's legend. Please note that if you are bidding on multiple Hilton Honors Auction
experiences at the same time, you must have sufficient Points in your account to cover all bids. I won an
experience but have not received the details of my Hilton Honors reward. You already have an account. Can I
cancel, refund or change my Hilton Honors experience? A revolutionary new brand that is simplified, spirited
and grounded in value for guests with a zest for life and a desire for human connection. Wherever your travels
take you, you can count on Hampton to deliver value, consistency and service with a smile. Enjoy the benefits
of your very own vacation villa, without the hassles of second home ownership. In addition, you can check to
see if you have won by visiting the Hilton Honors Auction site and checking the status of your bid in the Bid
Status section. If you have any additional questions, email us at HiltonHonorsExperiences hilton.


